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Available Packaged Offers
Initial Complimentary Consultation

This consultation is included with each service or with each package and is the perfect way to
determine if Joie de Vivre Event Coordinating is the right fit for your personality, your style, and
your event. Designed to be a comfortable, casual meeting specifically to come together to
understand each other, we will touch on your wedding goals, ideas, style, preferences, budget
and many other topics that pertain to your event. This discussion will be as detailed as you want
it to be. If we both feel that we can work well together then we set up our in depth
Complimentary Consultation. After this meeting you are allowed unlimited calls and e-mails to
answer any questions or concerns that we may not have covered in our meeting.

The Basics: "Day of" (Package price starts at $800)

This is the perfect simple “Day Of” package for the organized, detailed bridal couple who has
the time and desire to take care of all the wedding planning and details themselves but feel that
they need guidance, advice, and direction from someone with experience along the way and
needs a coordinator to attend and direct the rehearsal, wedding, and reception. This package is
designed to get you started on the right foot and includes three distinct meetings after the
complimentary consultation.

Beyond the Basics (Package price starts at $1,200)
This is our most comprehensive “Day-of” package and is the perfect package for the bridal
couple that wants a life outside of planning the wedding, yet still feels that they want to be in
control. This package eliminates the stress of selecting the right vendors and adds the fun back
into getting married. From the moment of engagement, you, your fiancé and your family can
relax and enjoy the journey. This package includes everything from The Basics Package plus the
attendance at most venue and vendor meeting.

Joie de Vivre Classic (Package price starts at $2500)

This is our most comprehensive package. It is built so clients have the convenience of adding
on al-la-carte services to customize this package to fit their needs. In this package we take
charge of your event and eliminate all the pressure and stress of designing the perfect flawless
day, but with your style and taste in mind. We design the look, schedule and accompany you to
appointments, assist with your attire selection, direct the rehearsal and orchestrate a beautiful
ceremony and reception down to the last detail.
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Joie de Vivre Classic Plus (Package price starts at $4500)
This package was designed with the out-of town bridal couple and the career couple in mind.
When your life is simply too busy to handle the hours and hours of planning that weddings
require, choose this package for a stress free event. We review all your wedding wishes and
requirements, take charge of your budget and make all the decisions, hire all the vendors,
negotiate all your contracts, create your wedding décor, handle etiquette issues, favors, hotel
rooms, etc. In addition we include post wedding day services that include the return of any
rental items. You can be as involved or un-involved as you wish. We supply you with weekly email updates and phone calls to keep you informed of our progress. Sit back, relax and allow us
to do all the work exactly as if you had done it yourself.

A la Carte Options
If the packages we offer do not fit the needs of a client then we can custom design a package
that is a perfect fit. It may be that all you need is someone to point you in the right direction or
provide professional vendor recommendations. When this is the case, we'll charge an hourly
rate.
 Additional A-La-Carte Services (Priced upon request)
•Event decor
•Entertainment booking service
•Equipment rentals
•Linen rentals
•RSVP service
•Invitation design and consultation
•Guest/Hotel accommodations
•Rehearsal dinner planning
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